MSc Strength & Conditioning
Studentship w 2019-20
Hartpury are pleased to offer a Strength and Conditioning Studentship to work across all the Hartpury Rugby
Programme. Hartpury have a renowned rugby pedigree within under 18’s, University and National Rugby teams and
progression of students to full time professional rugby in playing and support services roles.
The MSc Strength and Conditioning Studentship will offer part funded MSc degree so that the right candidate can
combine academic studies and coaching within the rugby programme. Under the supervision of full-time strength and
conditioning coaches the candidate will deliver and assist with the performance programme across all elite teams.
Responsibilities include delivery of strength and conditioning sessions, on and off field sessions and match day duty.
An opportunity for a student warden role is included as an added benefit to the studentship that includes a food
allowance and accommodation onsite.

Personal Specification
Essential
- 2.1 in Undergraduate degree in strength and conditioning, sports science or related field.
- Some previous coaching experience
- Sound understanding of Research Methods
- Sound knowledge and understanding of strength and conditioning methods and practical application.
- Can demonstrate the ability to work in a team sport environment.
- Excellent communication skills and ability to deliver training content.
- Strong computer literacy and use of Microsoft Excel, Word and PowerPoint.
- UKSCA/NSCA Qualification Advantageous.

Location: Hartpury Sports Academy
Proposed start date: June 2019
Hours per week: Full Time (Weekend Work and Unsociable hours).
Salary: Fully funded* MSc, Accommodation, £250/month food allowance, CPD and Kit
Role: In-conjunction with S&C Studentship the successful applicant will be required to fulfil a
student warden role one night per week and be part of the weekend duty rota.
(Details to be discussed at interview).
*£3250/year - MSc full funded if completed over two years
Application process
Please send the following to owen.satterley@hartpury.ac.uk
Placement Application form
Curriculum Vitae
Cover letter stating your suitability for the post including relevant experience.

HE Sport Internal Placement Opportunity

Placement description

All applications will be considered and an interview process will follow.
Deadlines for Applications is 21/04/2019

2019-20
If you have any questions regarding placements please contact placements@hartpury.ac.uk

